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Abstract—At INPE1 researchers and software engineers have
been using Statecharts-based testing for some time to test
on-board satellite software. On the other hand, a group of
researchers at CIFASIS2 and Flowgate Consulting have been
applying Z-based testing for unit testing. Both groups started
to compare their approaches and tools a year ago. What started
as a comparison to share ideas and results, is now turning into the
realization that actually both techniques complement and benefit
from each other, yielding a more effective and wider model-
based testing (MBT) approach. In this paper we present the
results obtained so far in comparing and complementing these
two MBT techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to [1] there are 8 papers on unit MBT, 46 on
system MBT, just one addressing both unit and system testing
[2] and none combining Statecharts [3] and the Z formal
notation [4]. Offut and Liu’s work is based on the Structured
Object-Oriented Formal Language (SOFL) [5] notation. In this
paper we address how to use MBT to calculate both unit and
system test cases, but we use two industrial-strength, widely-
used formal notations: Statecharts and Z. Furthermore, we
have applied our approach to two real-world problems from
the aerospace sector, while [2] only shows the application of
their method to a toy example. In this way, we believe this
is a contribution to the experience/industrial reports category
proposed by Dias Neto et. al.

As we indicate in the paper’s title, these results are the
outcome of what started as a comparison between two MBT
approaches and later became a combination of both techniques.
We started our joint project with the intention to see how
we could help INPE’s test designers to better and efficiently
test satellites’ on-board software. At the beginning only one
thing was clear: both groups were working on MBT but with
different notations and tools. Then, we decided to demonstrate
our methods to each other using the same real-world case
study proposed by INPE’s people. The first conclusion was
that both methods were functionally testing the same system
but in different ways. Latter we tried to find similar works
comparing or complementing MBT methods but we found
none and eventually we arrived at [1] which confirmed our

1INPE – National Institute for Space Research.
2CIFASIS – French Argentine International Center for Information Systems

and Sciences.

suspicions: nobody has reported yet on how to combine MBT
techniques.

In Sections II and III we briefly introduce the method used
by each group. Section IV shows the results of comparing
our methods through their application to a toy example and
to two real-world case studies. Perhaps the main contribution
of this paper lays in Section V where we suggest a proposal
for combining Statecharts-based and Z-based testing. Sections
VI and VII compare our work with similar approaches and
present our conclusions, respectively.

II. STATECHARTS AND FINITE STATE
MACHINES FOR TESTING AT INPE

INPE has been using MBT within research projects for
system and acceptance testing. Statecharts [6], [7] and Finite
State Machines (FSMs) [8] are the main techniques used
for modeling the behavior of the Implementation Under Test
(IUT) for testing purposes. The application domain is software
embedded into on-board computers of scientific satellites and
balloons developed at INPE. These MBT approaches have
shown efficiency in detecting defects not only in the source
code but also in other deliverables, like requirements specifi-
cations and user manuals.

One of the main advantages of FSMs is simplicity. Reactive
systems, protocol implementations, classes of Object-Oriented
applications are some examples commonly address-ed by FSM
modeling. Several test criteria (methods) may be used for
model-based test case generation regarding the FSM tech-
nique. A few of such methods are the Transition Tour (TT),
Distinguishing Sequence (DS), Unique Input/Output (UIO),
W [9], switch cover (1-switch) [10] and state counting [11].
Despite their adoption by many researchers, FSMs are not
too adequate for representing features such as parallelism and
hierarchy. On the other hand, Statecharts provide a simple way
to represent these characteristics. There are several approaches
proposed to generate test cases from Statecharts models.
Particularly, we quote the work of Binder who adapted the
W method to an UML context and named it round-trip path
testing [12], and Santiago et al. [6] who proposed a methodol-
ogy to transform hierarchical and concurrent Statecharts into
FSMs.

System and acceptance testing are applied considering the
entire software product. If a professional wants to develop



model-based test case generation relying on, for example,
FSMs or Statecharts, he/she must develop the state-transition
diagrams. Due to the state explosion problem, a test designer
at INPE usually breaks down the entire system based on usage
scenarios. Models are then derived to address each scenario
and, provided they are small enough, test cases are generated
from them.

INPE has been developing an environment named Geração
Automática de Casos de Teste Baseada em Statecharts (GTSC
– Automated Test Case Generation based on Statecharts)
that allows test designers to model software behavior using
Statecharts and/or FSMs in order to automatically generate
test cases based on some test criteria for FSM and some for
Statecharts [7]. At present, GTSC implements switch cover,
UIO and DS test criteria for FSM models and two test criteria
from the Statechart Coverage Criteria Family (SCCF) [13] for
Statecharts models: all-transitions and all-simple-paths.

GTSC transforms a Statecharts model into a flat FSM, i.e.
a model where all hierarchical and orthogonal features of the
Statecharts were removed. Each state of the resulting flat FSM
is actually a configuration of active BASIC states of the input
model at a certain instant of time. This flat FSM is indeed
the basis for test case generation. Hence, a test designer may
follow two approaches:

1) If a SCCF test criterion will derive test cases, GTSC
must adapt the flat FSM to resemble a reachability tree
[14]. Thus, based on the selected test criterion of SCCF
and on this tree, test cases are created.

2) If an FSM test criterion is the option, it is only necessary
for the user to choose among the available criteria for
FSM and instruct the environment to generate test cases,
based on the flat FSM.

A final observation is that a Statecharts model without
hierarchy, parallelism, synchronization is nothing more than an
FSM (or Extended FSM if guard conditions are used). Hence,
it is perfectly possible to provide as input to GTSC an FSM
and use the same FSM test criteria to derive test cases.

GTSC was able to generate flat FSMs with as many as
40 states (configurations) and more than 300 transitions, and
test suites with up to 265 optimized test cases, showing its
potential scalability for handling complex systems [7]. INPE
has also been developing a Web tool that allows model-based
test case generation named WEB-Perform Charts [33]. WEB-
PerformCharts works similar to GTSC, by transforming a
Statecharts model into a flat FSM, and it has implemented
the TT, switch cover and UIO test criteria for FSM models.
Such a tool addresses collaborative work where different teams
cooperate with an objective of reaching a specific goal, and
it has generated flat FSMs as complex as the ones created by
GTSC.

III. Z-BASED TESTING WITH FASTEST

Phil Stocks and David Carrington introduced in [15], [16],
[17] the Test Template Framework (TTF) to conduct model-
based testing of Z specifications [4]. TTF includes a rigorous
and disciplined technique for defining and structuring abstract

test templates and cases3. They also proposed new testing
tactics4 particularly well suited to the Z notation. Testing
tactics are the mechanisms used to partition the input space
into test templates and, in turn, test templates into more test
templates, thus building a so called testing tree. Test cases are
elements selected from the leaves of the testing tree.

Fastest [18] is a flexible, efficient and automatic imple-
mentation of the TTF developed conjointly by CIFASIS and
Flowgate Consulting. Currently, Fastest automates test suite
definition and test case derivation for unit testing. Fastest
receives a Z specification in LATEX format using the CZT
package [19], [20]. The Z specification must verify the ISO
standard [21]. The specification is transformed into an internal
representation more amenable to parsing and static analysis.
Then, the user has to enter a list of the operations to test,
as well as the tactics to apply to each of them. In a third
step Fastest automatically generates the testing tree of each
operation. After the trees are generated, the user can browse
them and their test classes, and he/she can prune any node.
Currently, pruning is only manual but CIFASIS is implement-
ing automatic techniques to be included in the next version.
Once the user is done with pruning, he/she can instruct Fastest
to find one abstract test case for each leaf in all the test trees.
Although the method to find abstract test cases has proved to
be quite automatic, it is worth to say that it does not guarantee
to find abstract test cases for all test objectives. In those cases,
the engineer can help Fastest to find a test case by issuing a
rather straightforward command. The user can export all the
results –testing trees, test classes and abstract test cases– in
LATEX format.

Fastest was envisioned as a client-server application [22].
The main reason for thinking in a distributed system came
from the realization that calculating abstract test cases from
test objectives in large projects could be a hard computing
problem, but highly parallelizable as well. Then, an scalable
application using the idle computer power present in a cor-
porate network, became an appealing option. On the other
side, since testing a large application is usually carried out
by a group of testers, a client-server architecture allows the
team to work concurrently from different workstations by
running a client process per tester. However, in such a large
project there is shared information –such as the definition
or parametrization of some testing tactics, test cases already
calculated, theorems that help to prune testing trees, etc.– that
all the clients and servers should be able to access. Hence,
a typical Fastest installation has a data server that is known
to all other processes, some client processes and a number of
testing servers.

IV. COMPARISON: CASE STUDIES

As we pointed out earlier, this paper is the result of a
joint effort between two R+D institutions from Argentina

3Test templates can also be called test suites, test classes or test objectives;
we will use all of them as synonymous.

4Here we preferred testing tactic instead of the original term, testing
strategy, because we believe the former has a narrow scope than the latter.



and Brazil. The cooperation started by comparing the MBT
techniques used at each institution. The second step was to
define a common problem to work with so both groups had
a common workbench. The first problem was proposed by
INPE’s group. CIFASIS researchers then developed a Z model
and applied Fastest in order to generate test cases. INPE
researchers had already a Statecharts model and the test cases
generated by the GTSC environment. The comparison was
then extended to two more examples: one proposed by INPE
and the other proposed by CIFASIS.

We followed the same methodology for all the problems.
First, the party proposing the problem delivers an informal
natural language requirements specification. Second, the other
party starts to write a formal model. Third, if the party writing
the model finds some problem (incompleteness, inconsistency)
or misunderstands the requirements, the other party will send
corrections/explanations. Fourth, when the model has been fin-
ished the party who wrote it will apply its MBT methodology
and tool.

In the next subsections we briefly describe the three prob-
lems.

A. EXP – OBDH Communication Protocol

The first problem proposed by INPE was the software em-
bedded into an astrophysical experiment computer, hereafter
called EXP, of a Brazilian scientific satellite. A proprietary
protocol was specified for the communication between EXP
and the On-Board Data Handling (OBDH) computer. OBDH
is the satellite platform computer to process platform and
payload information and to generate and format data that has
to be transmitted to Ground Stations.

OBDH sends one out of nine commands at a time to EXP,
which returns an answer to OBDH. Each command must
arrive within certain time constraints. Commands ask EXP to
perform some operations or to return some data about its state.
There are simple commands to reset the microcontroller, to ask
for the current time, to initiate data acquisition, etc. Besides,
there are more complex commands to transmit scientific data
acquired by the payload, to dump EXP’s memory, to load data
sent by OBDH, etc.

B. A Simple Scheduler

This problem was proposed by CIFASIS borrowing it from
[23]. The problem is about the basic operations of a simple
scheduler. The environment can buffer processes for latter
execution and can withdraw a process from the waiting list.
On the other hand, the scheduler can swap between the active
process and one other process ready for execution.

The idea behind this problem was twofold: (a) to propose
a simpler problem, and (b) to apply our techniques to a
somewhat less reactive system.

C. SWPDC

The third problem was a software product specified and
developed in the scope of the Qualidade do Software Em-
barcado em Aplicaes Espaciais (QSEE - Quality of Space

Application Embedded Software) research project at INPE
[34]. SWPDC is the software embedded into the Payload Data
Handling Computer (PDC) and it is the hardest problem of
all we have analyzed. Although similar in conception to the
case study described in Section IV-A, SWPDC is much more
complex because it handles not only scientific and dump data
(e.g. housekeeping data), but also accomplishes data memory
management, implements flow control mechanisms, etc. Data
transmission is more complex since SWPDC has to keep
record of the last transmitted frame because OBDH can ask
it again if some problem during transmission was detected.
These are just a few of the SWPDC requirements.

D. Summary

After applying each technique to the preceding problems,
the first and quite obvious conclusion was that all looked
very different: models, test cases and methods or tactics were,
initially, hard to compare. Hence, we needed some framework
inside which we can compare our techniques and tools.
We, then, searched for articles comparing MBT techniques
and tools [24], [1], [25]. Eventually, we followed [24] and
extended the set of dimensions defined by the author to
base the comparison. We divided these dimensions into two
groups summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 includes those
dimensions that are, at least to some extent, independent of the
cases studies, while Table 2 reunites those dimensions whose
values depend on each case study.

The dimensions named Notation concepts and MBT con-
cepts include the new concepts a software engineer with a
basic knowledge of formal modelling has to learn in order
to apply each technique. The dimensions whose values are
marked with X indicate which technique is more suitable for
each dimension –this does not necessarily mean that the other
technique cannot be applied at all. In column Number of
test cases of Table 2, we show for GTSC the number of test
cases and (/) the number of test steps since “test step” is a
meaningful concept regarding FSM-based MBT techniques.
On the other hand, for Fastest we just give the number of test
cases since each test case has always only one test step. The
dimension called Ratio is the ratio between the two upper
rows. By indicating the Model size we tried to give a broad
idea of the model complexity. For the Z models we give the
number of Z-LATEXlines of code, while for the Statecharts
models we give the number of states and (/) the number
of transitions of the flat FSM. Although these measures are
incomparable to each other, they give an idea of the relative
complexity: (a) between the case studies, and (b) with respect
to other models that can be found in the literature.

Table 1 shows that both techniques are rather similar,
although GTSC can be applied to more phases of the testing
process. However, it should be noted that, as is reported in
[1], there are just a handful of MBT techniques that apply
to unit testing, while there are dozens that apply to the
latter phases. Despite the greater number of MBT techniques
related to integration, system and acceptance testing, there
are still serious issues to be solved as state explosion and



Dimension GTSC – INPE Fastest – CIFASIS & Flowgate
Notation concepts Statecharts: XOR and AND states, internal

and external events, actions, conditions, hi-
erarchy, parallelism and machine synchro-
nization, broadcasting, shallow and deep his-
tory, PcML language

Z (subset): first order logic, state and opera-
tion schema, schema language, typed logic,
typed set theory, before and after state con-
vention, input and output variables conven-
tion, logic and mathematics for modelling

MBT concepts reachability tree, state configuration, State-
charts flattening, determinism, test criteria
for FSM (switch cover, UIO and DS) and for
Statecharts (all-transitions and all-simple-
paths)

testing tactics (standard partitions, disjunc-
tive normal form, free types), testing tree,
domain partition, valid input space

Computability issues state explosion huge finite models
Computability solutions duplicate nodes (Statecharts test case gener-

ation)
parallelization, user assistance

Test objectives usage scenarios and models to represent
them

written as Z schema boxes

Test cases sequences of events producing state transi-
tions

bindings between state or input variables,
and constant values

Unit testing X
Integration testing X
System testing X
Acceptance testing X
Reactive systems X
Information systems X

Fig. 1. Comparison criteria. Case-study-independent dimensions.

Dimensions
Case study Computing time Number of test cases Ratio Model size

GTSC Fastest GTSC Fastest GTSC Fastest GTSC Fastest
EXP 0:51 124:00 78/436 112 0:0.6 1:06 17/63 608
Scheduler 3:20 3:00 5/43 29 0:40 0:06 7/16 240
SWPDC 11:42 158:00 30/663 117 0:23 1:21 512/522 1,238

Fig. 2. Comparison criteria. Case-study-dependent dimensions. Times are in minutes.

test case redundancies which justify the development of new
methodologies and supporting environments for these phases
such as GTSC. As the reader can easily note, Table 2 shows
that GTSC outperforms Fastest when reactive systems are
considered (EXP and SWPDC), but Fastest wins when our
tools are applied to a (more) information oriented system
(Scheduler).

Although this comparison was useful for us, we moved one
step forward because we saw a possibility for complementing
our techniques, as shown in the next section.

V. A COMPLEMENTARY APPROACH

As we said in Table 1 test cases generated by GTSC are
sequences of state transitions, while test cases generated by
Fastest are bindings or assignments between state variables and
constant values. The following sequences are two test cases
generated by GTSC for the EXP case study. They correspond
to OBDH sending a memory load command to EXP –i.e.
OBDH sends a program to EXP that it must load into its

own memory. Both sequences describe the operations that EXP
executes while receiving data from OBDH.

0xEB → 0x92 → T1B → Size38 E → Data0x100 E
→ TimerTimeout

0xEB → 0x92 → T1B → Size38 E → Data0x100 E
→ TypeOkSizeOkDataOk E → Cks Ok

0xEB and 0x92 identify the beginning of a new order com-
ing from OBDH. T1B means that the sequences correspond to
a memory load command. Size38 E and Data0x100 E are the
size in Bytes of a piece of program, and the address in memory
where this piece of code will be loaded followed by the code,
respectively. The event TypeOkSizeOkDataOK E means the
data (code) sent by OBDH was received correctly by EXP.
Note that the first test sequence ends in a timeout event. This
means that OBDH has taken too long in sending all the data,
and so actually no memory load is performed. The second test
sequence describes a successful command, i.e. EXP loads the
code into its memory.



The following Z schema boxes are two test cases generated
by Fastest for the same memory load command. Observe that
each test case is a set of assignments5. Each assignment sets
a constant value for one of the state and input variables. Re-
garding this command, the most important variables are data?,
which is the input variable representing the new program;
addr?, representing the initial address where the program must
be loaded; and memd, which is the state variable representing
EXP’s memory. Then, roughly speaking, the first test case says
that OBDH has sent a two byte long program to be loaded
starting at the first memory location while EXP’s memory
holds a one byte long program; and, on the other hand, the
second test case says that OBDH has sent an empty program
–that should be loaded after the program currently being held
by EXP– while EXP’s memory is occupied by a single byte
program.

MemoryLoad SP 15 TCASE
MemoryLoad SP 15

dumping = no ∧ mep = 0 ∧ ccmd = ML
low? = no ∧ ped = 45 ∧ ctime = 45
mdp = 45 ∧ data? = 〈mdata0,mdata1〉
memp = ∅ ∧ acquiring = no ∧ waiting = no
memd = 〈mdata0〉 ∧ waitsignal = no
addr? = 1 ∧ sending = no ∧ mode = COF

MemoryLoad SP 43 TCASE
MemoryLoad SP 43

dumping = no ∧ mep = 2 ∧ ccmd = RM
low? = no ∧ ped = 2 ∧ ctime = 2 ∧ mdp = 2
data? = ∅ ∧ memp = ∅ ∧ acquiring = no
waiting = no ∧ memd = 〈mdata0〉
waitsignal = no ∧ addr? = 2
sending = no ∧ mode = COF

After arriving at this point, an approach that combines
both techniques emerged quite easily. We consider all the test
sequences generated by GTSC that end in the execution of a
data intensive, underspecified operation –with respect to the
Statecharts model– and at that point we execute all the test
cases generated by Fastest for that operation. For example,
since the first GTSC test sequence written above does not
terminate in the execution of a data intensive operation, then
we do not execute any Z test case for it; however, we do
execute 28 Z test cases for the second test sequence since it
represents EXP loading its memory with a new program. In
this way, the software is tested as a whole and every time
it gets to a point where a complex data-intensive operation
has to be executed, then this operation is fully tested too.
Moreover, this method can be made automatic by simply
using a convenient naming convention; for instance, in the
Statecharts model, those states that correspond to the execution

5Actually they are not assignments but propositional equalities.

of a complex operation can be named with the identifier used
in the Z model for that operation.

Coming back to the EXP-OBDH case study, there are two
data intensive operations: memory load and transmit data.
Fastest yielded 28 and 20 test cases, respectively, for these
operations. On the other hand, GTSC generates two test
sequences ending in the execution of these operations. Then,
the original 78 test cases generated by GTSC become 126,
improving the original testing in about the 60%. Furthermore,
there is not only an improvement in the number of test cases
but also (a) in the chances to uncover errors in complex
operations that would not be thoroughly tested by any method
alone; and (b) in the fact that the test cases provided by Fastest
give the exact input constants that must be provided to the
IUT, thus augmenting the proportion of automatic steps of the
testing process.

The research methodology that we set before getting these
results made the Z models unnecessarily complex because
they describe not only those operations underspecified in the
Statecharts model but also all the simpler and reactive ones.
Now, we know that the Z model must describe only data
intensive operations. In this way we can reduce both the effort
and the size (complexity) of the Z model. For instance, the
EXP-OBDH Z model is 608 ZLOC (Table 2) but only less
than 241 are involved in the data intensive, underspecified
operations. In other words, by writing a rather simple Z model
we can notably increase the number of test cases and, more
importantly, the functions, algorithms or functional alternatives
that are not fully covered by the GTSC approach alone.

It is worth to be mentioned that Statecharts can be used to
model data-intensive systems, and, on the other hand, Z can be
used to model reactive systems. Hence it would be possible
to use only one approach, but we think it would be easier
and more intuitive to combine both approaches as we have
described in this section.

VI. RELATED WORK

Our method has an advantage over [2] because it is based
on two industrial-strength formal notations, one of them being
part of the UML specification [26], and for which exist
commercial and public-domain tools. On the other hand, Offut
and Liu’s method is better than ours since they use only one
notation to work on the same problem.

An interesting discussion in [1] shows that the authors
were not successful in comparing MBT with conventional
testing techniques as they expected some strong studies while
investigating MBT. However, the authors discuss some in-
teresting aspects. For instance, reviews in the area of MBT
showed that UML models stand out for object-oriented para-
digm while for paradigm based on formal specification non-
UML models stand out. They also pointed out that target
domains were not mentioned and in such cases UML models
were used. They warn that although this seems that UML
models might be useful for any domain, a more detailed
study should be conducted. Their study also hints that non-
UML approaches were applied on safety-critical or embedded



systems. They point out that in spite of MBT appeal, training
and corresponding costs are to be taken into consideration.

Grieskamp et al. demonstrated the use of the agenda ap-
proach to support the systematic development of require-
ment specifications for a particular class of embedded safety-
critical systems [27]. An agenda is a list of steps to be
accomplished when carrying out some task in the context of
software engineering. To this end, they used the µSZ notation
which provides a combination of the Statemate languages
[28] (Activity Charts and Statecharts), Z, and an extension
of Z by temporal interval logic [29]. Basically, they used
Statemate’s Activity Charts to represent process structure, Z
to specify the data space of the process, and Statecharts to
specify the dynamic behavior of the process. However, it is
not clear whether agendas with their derived Z schemata and
Statecharts models were developed to support Model-Based
Testing. However, Hierons and others in [30] define a MBT
technique for the µSZ notation. The main difference with
our work is that we needed to develop a combined MBT
methodology suitable for the tools each team already had. For
instance, we had to combine a unit-testing oriented tool such
as Fastest, with a system-testing oriented tool such as GTSC
to get the best of them both. Also, by the nature of Hierons’
work they do not compare two MBT tools as we did.

In his MSc. thesis [31] Mäkinen studied on how an organi-
zation can make use of model based approach for software
testing by showing the financial benefits in adopting such
approach. It compares the traditional testing with the MBT
approach and concludes that there are, in fact, financial ben-
efits to organizations by adopting MBT. Moreover, the MBT
approach saves time in test execution. The case study was a
user interface. However, the author suggests investigating other
complex model representation if this approach is to be used
to other software engineering levels.

In [32] the authors briefly present the following models used
in software testing: Finite State Machines, Statecharts, UML
and Markov chains. They provide a detailed definition of FSM
and discuss some aspects of MBT such as the importance of
understanding the system to be tested and how to build a model
besides generating tests and analyzing the results. They also
point out some concerns to be considered on state explosion,
coverage, oracle and automation. The paper suggests that
MBT must not be considered as a “silver bullet” as several
parameters (investment, skills, resources) in adopting such
approach must be weighed before.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

First, we have compared two MBT techniques and tools,
and then we have shown how to combine those techniques
to improve the testing of systems including both reactive
and data intensive functions. The main conclusions of this
article are: (a) it is rather easy and cost-effective to combine
the approaches, and (b) that the combined approach could
potentially uncover many errors that each technique alone
cannot.

There is a lot of work to do in the future. First, we need
to assess the amount of faults uncovered by the combined
approach by applying, for instance, mutation analysis. In doing
so, we can compare the combined methodology with respect
to applying the individual methodologies developed so far.
Second, we want to work on new case studies so we can apply
what we have learned so far –for example, writing shorter
Z models that efficiently complement the Statecharts model.
Third, we want to integrate our tools so the whole process will
be more automatic.
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